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Students Formed by Classes and Marched
Into Hall. Meeting Was Most Spirited of
Many Years.
Friday night, November 4, was kelt •---brated all over the country, and especially at the University of Maine, as Maine
Night. The meeting was characterized
by spirit and pep, both on the part of
the speakers and on the part of the students, in fact it is considered to have
Prof. J. H. Toelle of the Department
been the most spirited of any in several of Economics spoke at chapel Monday
years.
and Tuesday in behalf of the program
The students formed by classes out- which the Economics Club presents this
side of the hall, the seniors meeting on week for the benefit of the student body.
the lower floor of Coburn Hall, the jun- He gave a terse summary of the subject
iors at Lord, the sophomores at Aubert matter with which two fine speakers are
and the freshmen on the upper floor of to deal, namely the Disarmament ConCoburn. The co-eds formed at Balen- ference at Washington. The first man
tine and Mount Vernon and marched to is Bishop Brewster of Portland who
the hall, where a special section had been takes this for his subject exclusively on
reserved for them. The other classes Wednesday at 30 Coburn Hall.
followed in order, the seniors first. The
Professor Toelle quoted Postmasterfreshmen, as usual, occupied the balcony. General Hays as saying that this coming
It was noticeable that while the fresh- conference is the most momentous thing
men cheered for '25. they also cheered in present day events and mentioned the
for '24 and most of all for Maine. The importance of the great leaders who are
general trend was toward a united effort to be present such figures as Briand and
for Maine rather than by classes. This Viviani, orators of France, Lloyd George
was shown by the announcement later in Balfour and Leigh, men of political
the evening that the parade onto the field fame in England. He mentioned the imon Saturday would not be divided ac- portance of the reception which the men
cording to classes.
at Washington will give these represenAfter the students were assembled in tatives, whether they will be wearing
their places, the speakers and football palm beach suits or .overcpats, figureteam marched in to the accompaniment tively speaking.
of cheers and hand clapping."Cal" SarProfessor Pitcairn of Columbia is the
gent, acting as cheerleader, called for second speaker which the Economics
several cheers for the team and for Club has secured to address an audience
Maine.
on Friday evening on the present day
introduced Judge, conditions in Japan and the Orient in
"Buck" Fifield
"Dutch" Bernheisel who acted as chair- their relation to the Washington conman for the rest of the evening. "Dutch" ference.
was a prominent football player of the
"The coming events should be regardclass of '15, playing end and quarter- ed as of great importance." Professor
back. He acted as chairman in a most Toelle urged, "for both men bring mesefficient manner and proved to be a
(Cfintinned on Page Four)
pleasing and spirited speaker.
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Bishop Hughes Speaks
To a Large Audience
A crowded thaie g t d Bishop
Edwin H. Hughes of the Methodist
Episcopal Church on Sunda evening.
November t), 1921, when he ga‘e a very
interesting and educational lecture to the
students and their friends.
Mh. Clark, Secretary of the M. C. A.,
acted as chairman and introduced the
other speakers, who were Rev. Clinton
Wilson of the United Parish Church.
Rev. Fairchild of the Methodist Episcopal Church. Rev. Sherman of the Baptist Church in Old Town and Rev.
Whiteside, District Superintendent of
the Methodist Church.
After a short song service, followed
by a prayer by Rev. Clinton Wilson.
Bishop Hughes was introduced.
The lecture of Bishop Hughes was
based on four words in the parable of
the Prodigal Son, "He came to himself."
The main point of all that he had to say
was that the religious life is the natural
life, and that when we go away from
it. we go away from ourselves, and when
we come back, we simply come hack to
ourselves.
For a period of five years, Bishop
Hughes was president of a college in
the Central West and 25tX) students
passed under his trust. He always corresponded with the students before they
came to register and on registration day
had them so well catalogued that he
knew John Smith was coming from a
certain town and that Brown was coming from still another town. From his
experience in dealing with students, he
divided them into two classes. In the
first class are those who know it all the
day they arrive, and in the second class
are those who will admit they don't
know much.
The sutdent who goes to church on
to a sermon on ReSul-kW and
pentance may come away disgusted because he can find no application for that
in his daily work. The next Sunday, he
may go again to church and the text is
"Have Faith in God."
There are two reasons to account for
the fact that the student is in college.
By coming to college he admits that he
doesn't know much—which is repentance
and secondly, that he is glad of the
chance to know more—which is faith.
(Continued on Page Three)

Bowuoill Defeats Maine
First Time 111 a Decade
Hard Battle on a Muddy Field Results In
14.7 Score. Small Makes Most Spectacular
Play.
--• On a muddy field, swept by a gale of
snow and rain, Maine met her first defeat in twelve years at the hands of her
old rival, Bowdon'. The game was witnessed by a record crowd, who defied
wind and sleet to see Saturday's battle
- —m—
Bates College for the second time in for the state championship. The Blue
its history won the annual State Cross warriors fought hard to the very end,
Country Championship with Captain but an unlucky break and clever work
Ray Buker as the individual winner. by McCurdy and Eames gave Bowdoin
Captain Bill Hart of Bowdoin started the advantage in the firsc few minutes
a fast pace from Alumni Field and held of play, resulting in the final score of
first position until the last mile and a 14 to 7.
After a short kick which went off side
half of the race when Buker easily took
it had gone 15 yards, Maine
before
end.
the
until
it
kept
and
pace
the
The stamina and pluck of the Bates kicked off to Bowdoin. The ball was rerunner was shown by his remarkable ceived by Morrill, who was downed on
finish, completing the last mile of the Bowdoin's 31 yard line. The White team
race with his left foot bare, having lost punted on the first down, and, with the
advantage of the gale, the long kick
his shoe in the mud.
The day was anything but auspicious rolled over the Maine goal line. Failing
for a cross country grind. Thursday to make first down Maine returned the
night, there was a downpour of rain and punt. The hall was stopped on BowFriday morning a drizzle of snow and din's 45 yard line, where Morrill fumrain, making the course muddy and rain bled and was nailed for a loss by Dwelley. Small made a substantial gain of
soaked.
Maine men were fairly well grouped 12 yards. but in the next three plays
thruout the contest and it was evident Maine failed to gain ground.
Bowdoin was penalized and Small
from the beginning the real contender
to punt, but the White players
tried
last
Barnard,
Johnny
Bates.
be
would
year's captain and veteran harrier was broke thru and were down upon him
forced to leave the course at the top almost before he received the ball. Mcof the standpipe hill, due to cramps. The Curdy blocked the kick, recovered the
first to cross the tape for the blue and ball, and with the aid of Eames dashed
white was Captain Herrick 3, followed 35 yards to the first touchdown of the
in turn by the four other men who game. Smith kicked the goal making
counted: McKeeman 6, Patten 9, Berg the score 7 to (1 with Bowdoin in the
11, Laughlin 13. McKeeman and Patten lead. Maine received the kick and Cohen
(Continued on Page Four)
are new men in the cross country game
and should prove valuable additions to
the team.
The record of the standpipe courm
is 32 minutes flat and Buker's time Fri
(Continued on Page Three)

Bates Team Wins First
Place in Cross Country

Campus Board Plans
Dance Program This Year

Katherine Sargent Is
Mr. Moulton Talks to
Preliminary Rally
Chosen for Delegate
The Senior Electricals
Held Friday Noon

Murray who played as tackle during his
football days of '11, '12, and '13. He
spoke on Maine Spirit in a manner
which convinced one that he knew what
he was talking about. He believed that
—•-the fraternities could help the team by
On Thursday morning October 27. the
seniors in electrical engineering enjoyed
(Continued on Page Fur)
a short talk by Mr. A. B. Moulton '18.
Mr. Moulton is connected with the
Radio Corporation of America and is
engaged in research work for them H.
H. Beveridge '15 is closely associated
with him there.
They are engaged in experimental
under
Chemistry
of
The Department
work in studying and in perfecting
radio
the direction of Professor C. A. Brantapparatus that is being put on the
new
lecht, exhibited motion pictures, on the
market.
• evening of November 2. in Alumni Hall,
During the course of his lecture
illustrating the manufacture of coke; the
dwelt on some of the recent
Moulton
process of making iron pipe from the
in radio art. Much interdevelopments
iron ore and on sandstone products.
aroused in his description of
was
est
These pictures were shown in cooperadevelopments in perfecting an eight
tion with the United States Bureau of the
mile aerial to be controlled at one end.
Mines and were open to all students inMuch work is being done in perfecting
terested in chemical engineering. The
this.
pictures were instructive and were enAmong other interseting things he
joyed by those present.
that he intended to go to
mentioned
On Wednesday. Nov. 9. there will be
the near future to carry out
in
Warsaw
a meeting of the local Maine branch of
preliminary investigations for a high
the American Chemical Society in Room
power radio plant which the Polish gov335 of Auhert Hall.
ernment is seeking to erect. The plans
(Continued on Page Four)
for the rado station call for an expenditure of several million dollars. H. R.
Butler '20 rill accompany him.
Hold Tryouts for Girls'
Glee Club This Week

Chemical Society Shows
Motion Picture Here

Tryouts for the Glee Club are to be
held this week. Those in the Operetta
of last year are eligible if their ranks are
satisfactory and all others who wish are
invited to try out for it.
Lucy Chamberlaine, is leader of the
Club this year. "Betty" Hunt is her assistant. and "Bert Smith" is manager.
The prospects for the Club are very
good for there is much material among
new and old students. The concert program will include selestions by the mandolin Club of which Edyth Twitchell is
director.

At a meeting of the Student Government Association held in Coburn Hall,
Monday noon, Katherine Sargent was
elected as representative of our Student
Association to attend the National Student Government Convention at Simmons College.
After this election Miss Roach, Agent
for Student Volunteer Missionaries
talked to the girls, giving them an idea
of conditions in colleges in America.
China. and Japan. In Japan, the women
are studying for the purpose of bringing
freedom to women. Missions enter in
this work in all of its phases, for only
by this work does one gain the most
intimate knowledge of the people and
their customs. In China, missionary
work is mostly the development of latent
capacities while in South America.
people go in for too much freedom and
one has to suggest restrictions there.
Miss Roach is a young woman of
marked initiative and she left with the
girls an impression that she is one who
can think and do and who can lead
others to do the same. She made a
strong appeal to the grls to remember
that big things are done, not only for
self but for others.

Crawford Adams Opens
Professor Pollard Will
Lyceum Entertainments
Speak at County Rallies
A large audience greeted the Crawford Adams Concert Company in the
Chapel Thursday evening and for two
hours listened to a fine musical programme. Crawford Adams. violinist,
who is always warmly welcomed. responde(l again and again to the enthusiastic encores. The pianist gave several
fine selections and the reader was greatly enjoyed, being especially pleasing in
her interpretation of childhood.

The State Department of Education
has started a new system of county
rallies. These rallies are under the supervision of the Extension Department of
the University of Maine.
Prof. Pollard will speak at the following places: Foxcroft, Nov. 9; Skowhegan, Nov. 10; Farmington, Nov. 18.
Miss Chadbourne will speak in Belfast.
This movement has just started and
more information will be given later.

—m—
A short rally was held Friday noon
for the purpose of "settling the dope
concerning the meet and the football
game," to quote Manager Fifield. After
a band selection and a few rousing
cheers led by Ned Lawrence, Manager
Fifield urged once more that the students spread over the course during the
state meet and cheer the boys along. He
then assigned meeting-places for all of
the classes Maine Night and indicated
the order in whcili they were to enter
the hall.
He announced that in the parade before the Bowdoin-Maine game, all students were to mingle, instead of going
in order of classes as usual. This was
to give the freshmen a chance to learn
the cheers. Men owning white sweaters
were requested to hand in their names,
as a new plan—of forming a white block
M on the bleachers—was to be tried out.
He strongly emphasized the fact that
only students were to be allowed in the
bleachers, and said that in order to enforce this rule, all student season tickets
wcre to be collected as the parade
passed through the gate. The meeting
closed with the Stein Song.
—•
University Orchestra Makes
First Appearance
_

The University orchestra made its
first public appearance on Wednesday.
November 1 at chapel service. The two
selections "Les Petits Pas" and "The
Blaze of Glory" were played under the
direction of Perry Boyd '22. leader of
the organization and showed a group
of efficient musicians ably handled. The
performance was repeated on Thursday
and all who heard the orchestra forecast
a good season for the representatives of
the college along musical lines.

The "Campus" board has selected a
committee to carry out a dance program
this year. An afternoon dance will be
given in the gym sometime before the
Christmas vacation. This dance will be
in progress all afternoon and those who
have one hour or more at leisure can
easily avail themselves of this opportunity to enjoy a few hours of inexpensive
recreation.
A more Claborate affair is to be given
later on, in the gym also. This dance
will be held in the evening and the gym
will be decorated for the occasion. For
this event the board intends to edit a
"scandal sheet," composed of personals,
witticisms and campus talk. These will
be distributed at intermission, and the
only way to obtain these sheets will be
to attend the dance.
These dances are for the sole benefit
of the student body and readers of the
"Campus," as all proceeds arc to be
used for the purpose of inserting more
and better cuts in this paper. More information regarding dates and so forth
will be printed later.
Enforce New Rule for
Reporting Deficiencies
A new ruling has been put into effect
this year by the Deans of the University, requiring the instructor to report
to them, semi-monthly, the names of
all students who are doing unsatisfactory work in their studies. All students
who arc thus found to be down in their
standing are notified at once, in order
that they may be warned in time to get
busy and bring their ranks up, either by
better application, or by individual help
from their instructors.
This system should be particularly
effective in keeping the athletes eligible.
as well as students who represent the
University in other activities, for in
most cases in the past, students who
were getting low rank did not realize it
until it was too late to do better.
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A Coat Checking System
At the dance in :Minim Hall Saturday evening. November 5. three overcoats were sto.len froan students whoo
were at the dance and left their coats
in No. 1 Alumni. Tihs is the first time
for many years that a loss 111 this kind
has OCCUrrtql. It seems too us that this
incident brings home to us moire strongly than l'Ver before the need 1/1 sooine
system cf coat checking.
The only available place left in Alumni Hall seem ti be in R000m Noo, 3 and
in the chapel. It seems to us that either
one of these places CI Mid be fitted up
and used for a check room.
This check roorn could be managed
by one 4.1 the 1 .rganizati•m: on the
Campus in by some worthy individuals
to be designated its the board of administration on application too them.
We believe the students would much
rather pay five cents for the pro oper care
and protection of coat- and wraps than
to run the risk of their beMg stolen.
"Our most dangerous tendency is to
expect too much of the Goverment. and
foor it too little.- -Warren G. Ilarding.
We now have wireless new s service
and airplane flights as a daily event.
What next?

Support Chapel
The chapel exercises as a whole have
proven very satisiactoory everyone is
agreed. lout there is Clie part oof the
exercises which is mot receiving its proImortional part • of the supp“rt. That is
the singing.
The students are mot c000peratng with
the leader in an :tumid to make the
singing a. go•oil as possible. I I.. not Inc.intent to stand idly by and "let t orgy
do it--sing as best you are able and
don't %lorry alwout disturbing those in
f rOnt if yoou, they •hoould not •Icep during chapel anyway. Let us make the
next chapel sing the loe•t ever!
The fighting spirit of Maine wa•
demonstrated in a moist coonclusive manner at the game Saturday and the exc.s
country run Friday. The tight shoown
loy the teams and the support given
them by the student body was mime
thing too be proud of Mho both team'
foought a loosing battle they represented
their Uni‘ersItY
One man says he has a new office
boy who gives pro mist- oof becoming a
great inventor. I
latest is petrified
motion.

Have Initiation Banquet
At Phi Eta Kappa House
_-

CAMPUS

R. 0. T. C Announces
The Fruit Show Was
J. L. Bernard Gives a
Annual Appointments
Talk to Physics Club
Very Great Success
e ale
Th,
:he Horticultural Department made
recently Seen made in the corps of ca- a big name for itself Tuesday and NVeddets:
nesday. Octcber 25-26 when it held its
Regimental Sergeant Major: A. E. big exhibit of fruits and flowers. The
Jtaies.
purposes of holding this show were two.
Regimental Supply Sergeants: H. A. fold. In the first place it was of grea'
Ladd, C. W. Steward.
educat, nal value to those horticultural
Color Sergeants: Benjamin Boos. J. students who are interested in producing
G. Small.
fruit. flowers. et:. Secondly. and perBattalion Sergeants Major: J. C. Mc- haps of more immediate importance.
Nerney. H. I). Asdour an.
was the purpose of raising fund. to
First Sergeants: (;. K. Stackpole. B. help defray the expenses of an apple
S. Hutchins, B. A. Perkins, C. W. Mein- judging team which is going to the Nest
ecke. IL W. Howe. P. T. Oak, R. D. England Fruit Show to engage in an
MacKay. C. L. Beckett.
apple judging competition.
Sergeants: 0. J. Humphrey. T. S.
This fruit exhibit was staged on the
Currier. C. E. Kennison, F. G. Shepherd. afterras n and evening of Tuesday and
J. W. Ames, L. B. Chalmers. W. W. NVednesday. October 25 and 2o. ThePatterso.n. C. (1 Smith. H. C. Reiche. agricultural club had charge of the af1). H. Pike. L. C. Martin, C. A. Whit- fair and the general committee was
ten. S. G. Clemons. J. A. Chalmers, F. coompo:•ed of Tibbetts. Eastman ard
M. Lindahl, B. V. Hope. F. A. Soder- Hatch. This committee was aided ti)
berg, W. G. Hilton. R. R. Benner, L. E. a committee on advertising. ,
dec
Ames. L. J. Bragdon, A. W. NVilkins. oration.. a police committee- and a specR. N. Haskell. E. I'. Osgood, \V. W. ial committee on side-shows. Wdenes
Perkins. F. It. Morrill, L. J. Dow, J. M. day night was feature night when-all the
Donovan, P. M. Morrill. C. M. Spearin. side shows were going full force. Each
W. E. Strong.
show had its own "barker- whip yelled
Corporals: N. W. Phillips. H. C. Lor- the merits of his show in an enticing
ing, E. H. Hadlock. S. M. Schultz, P. manner. The blu.th that was perhaps
E. Rollins, G. E. Griffin, J. A. Greenleaf. most popular was conducted by the
C. E. Noyes. B. E. Plutmner. M. C. freshmen in the course. This consisted
Gentile, E. C. ('utting. T. H. Hatch. A. of hitting the "nigger" in the head, not
O. Willey, David Jacu!,,, E. B. King, I. with base balls but with rotten apples.
S. Bailey. A. It. Chesterton, M. L. Mac- A wrestling match between "Strangler"
Kenzie. H. J. Perkins, V. B. Robinson, Lewis and "Kid" Davis. also co onducted
V. E. Munsey. H.1). Small, A. H. Whit- by the freshmen. drew large crowds Of
mire. P. E. Thompson. II. E. Bragg. wreseing fans. Another feature o,f imR. M. Burns, J. E. Mulligan. S. B. portance. was the fortune telling . The
Clifford, C. F. Beal. F. A. Hawes, F. G. "barker" and clown. NFss Katherine
Hills. C. II. Crane. G. H. Cooper. F. E. Dennison, drew numbers o of the spectaSmith, C. B. Donovan. It. A. Abbott. tors to have their past, present and fuV. I.. Ladd. J. C. 'floonitosion. J. T. Skol-. ture told by Miss Frankie Webster.
field. G. E. Saunders, C. M. Watson. C.
In addition ti) these were a numloo
W. Stevens. A. C. George. K. \V. Chase. others which assisted nobly in col:o
C. Eastman, A. F. Farnhane J. Foote the expenses of the apple-judging team
G. C. Hilton. C. M. Curran. R. II. Car- Among them was the fat man which
ter. E. M. Carville, K. A. Henderson. was indeed a sight vv Inch amazed many.
F. Hoodgolon. H. L. Kelley, G. F., Lord, In fact, medical men have studied this
J. A. Small.
fat man for years endeavoring too nil
Nt
cover the mysteries which surrooluot
him. Then there were games if chano
wild men and menageries, all if wh:
were patroinized by numbers of the e!itors thruout the evenine I -are,* nun-

T.

Maine
• to Appear
• SSpring
Some Time This Month
_
_

oo. of the "Maine
The Editoro,
Spring- is planning for the first col,
tion if the paper to be (out before
Thanksgiving. In spite of the difficulties which have been met, an unusually
fine edition is proomised. The type will
be larger and the page will he the usual
magazine size.
The probable contents of the first
edition] are as follows:
Story: "The Tangled \Veb," Ruth
Tucker.
Verse: "Just Autumn.- Mary McLean.
Essay: "To Those Who Died." Harriet
\Veatherlice.
Sketch: "On Cora's Gate.- Mario on Day.
Verse: "On Moving." Carl Stevens.
Story: "Yooti'll Love Iler, I K
Grace Reed.
Verse: "Seieng it Thru." A. F. T. Cummings.
Essay: "Stradivarius," John McNerney.
Story: "The Hare and the Tortoise,"
Carl Stevens.
Story: "Spell of the North," Arabelle
Hamilo
Verse: "Autumn Dirge." Anonymous.
Story: "Old Stuff,- \V. Welling Jr.
The lateness in getting out this editioon will make the second number come
out soon after. The editors are working on this second edition now-. Contributions both of verse and piaary are
stlicited. Anonymous writings are not
desired. However, the name of the
writer will be withheld if it is so desired. Local Indite?' j.c n,it accepted. A
suloscriptiom drive is now going on. Each
new subscriber is helping to advertise
and finance the publicationi.

Alumni Notes
-ag-

Phi Eta Kappa held its annual miiiatui 'm11(11111 at its Chapter house Satunlay evening November 5, At 4
IA- kick.
Sixty members. alumni and undergraduate• sat down to the banquet
table, which was amply covered for the
occasion.
The initiates were: Guy S. Wescott.
Francis E. Hale. John C. Hulton, liar
oldC. Moulton, Clyde G. Patten. Herbert E. Priest, Ronald T. True. Alden
H. Turner and W. 0. Prescott.
Among the alumni present were:
Black, Potter, Nash, Jones. Libby, Gras -s
Lancaster, Preti Morrell, Ackley, Garland, Ellis, Kelly, Pierce, Winchester.
Watson. Bannister, Clark. Gerry, True.
Tabor, Chaplin, Owen, and Small.

MAINE

wris B. Merrill
burg..' of
the Americanization work jor the city
of Meriden, Conn.
Abram Slovey '15 is the teacher of
Itiolegy and Science in East Hartford
High Sch000d.
Frank E. Donovan ex-'19 and Doris
E. Williams ex".,'() were recently married very quietly.
Frederick Vaughn '21. George Potter
'20. Ruel Whitcomb '20 and Marvel
Fabian '2o arc in the Ii.iston officeuif
the Liberty Mutual Insurance Co. Raymond Fo yle '20 and Edwayne Diehl '20
are at the New York office.
Leon C. Harris '19 is with the Heinz
Pickles concern in Lawrence, Mass,

Theta Chi Initiation
Was Held Last Week
Probably the moo• widely talked
event of the past week was the Tho t..
Chi initiation. Last Wednesday the initiates presented in the campus, a miniature circus.
The men were dressed to represent
the various parts. Undooubtably the best
make up was the parady ion the Maine
band, impersonated by "Mike" Allen
Two of the initiates staged a gladitorial
combat, accompanied by nmsic frown the
"Maine Band". The task imposed on
one of the initiates was to obtain girls'
signitures on the back of a cupie doll.
Unfoortunately. the doll has been lost.
Earnest Scott and Arthur Huston were
detailed too announce in the girls' do a-mitories the fact that a reward will be
paid to the person who returns the missing doll.
The initiate's are: Allen. Wm M.:
Boot:chard. (;eorge:
Arthur:
Lincon. Frank: NIalloy, ‘Valter; Now land, James; Reid. Reginald; Savage.
Hoyt : Scott. Earnest : and Titcomb.
roil. The initiation began October 17.
and will be fully terminated with the
presentatiom if the initiatiom banquet to
be held Maine Night.
St

Contributors' Club
Holds Meeting Nov. 2
st The Contributors' Chili met ting was
held 11"rilnesday tooling at the hoome of
A. I.. T. Cummings. A short business
meeting was coonducted by the president.
Thelma Kellogg.
Following the business meeting, Dean
Stevens gave a short sketch on the purpose of the shiirt stilry and read a slvn-t
story of his own producth.n entitled.
"A Matter of 1.ife or Death."
After a discussion of this paper, Isreal
Chasman read a prlise poem. "Eden
Flowers- which was greatly enjoyed by
the members of the Club. His purpose
in writing this paper was to obtain the'
criticism of the members of the club in
their discussion of it.
Refreshments of ice cream, cake, and
punch, were served, thus closing another
successful meeting of the Contributors'
Club.
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Mr. J. L. Bernard gave a very
esting talk at Physics Gut) meeting
the organization and building up of
air mail service. This muvcinent wa•
started by a man named "Pregor who
got $1.500.00) from the too-en:molt to. •
establish a mail route from New York
to Washington. The first flight was
made in 1918 and took a period of two
hours. ‘Vlien organized they flew by
night. carrying 400 lbs. uf 1st eas. mail
at 2 cents, 40 letters being considered a
poound.
Some of the difficulties to be overcome
are. had weather, mountameous country,
danger from tire, and cold weather.
SCITIC oof the principal causes of fire arc:
back-firing if motor, vibration of gas
lines, and breaking of a conmecting rod.
All these menaces have been overcome
much as possible by inventions which
improove the machinery that is faulty-.
One oof the main air routes of mail
service today is the route between N. No
cite and Sa - rat:lento.. This trip wa.
first flown in 1919. the time required
fox the entire Hight being 39 hours. TIIday large planes are used which carry
2:00 his of mail or approximately 8101.10
letters per trip. Each trip costs about
$2201.(o). The revenue from the mail
carried am:unts to $3100 so that the
mail route is more than self-supporting.
Mh. Bernard also mentioned the great
aid that the radio ce.mpass and telephone
are too the aviator and the need at the
present time of men acquainted with
this kind of work. The lecture was
very interesting, especially because of
the accounts of sonic o of Mr. Bernard's
own experiences as a piloot.

Many Alumni Return
For Maine-Bowdoin Came
m
A few of the alunmi hack for Maine
Night were:
Paul Murray '14. Kenneth Colloath
2:1. Clifford Dennison '19. Winthrop NIc
.:ride '21, Art Lowell '21, Hi Dono,hue
•oFo. veroe Beverly '20. George Potter '2;1
.Ooger \Voodman '20. Roger Castle '21.
Harold Pratt '21. Harold Sawyer ex '>'
James E. DeRocher ex-'21. \Villiam
e•olob '21. Lee Shore): ex-'20. Alonzo
Fuck
Darrell Harvey ex:23.
Willard Wight '20. John Walker '20.
Donald Cody '21. Donald Small. Leslie
I tannister '20, Helen Clark Potter ex.21. Eleanor McCusker ex-'23. Dorothy
Hart '21. Effie Weatherby '21, Ida Anderson '21. Helen Simpson, Mary Pulsifer '20. Helen Read '21, Polly Miller
'21, Corinne Furbush ex-'22. Marguerite McFadden ex-'22. Iterneice Whitney
ex:20.

Have Freshman Smoker
At the S. A. E. House
The third smoker oof the year was held
at the S. A. E. house November I. The
numerous freshmen from the various
fraternities and the twoo dormitories arrived at 8 o'cleock. The evening was
spent playing cards. Pipes were given
all those attending as souvenirs of the
occasion. About 10 o'clock ice cream
and cake were served. A flashlight picture was taken of the group. Then the
remainder 1,f the evening was spent
arlound the fire place telling stories. The
•111,.1:et'
bke tip around eleven.

Former Maine Student
Playing for West Point
A former Maine student, Walter C.
White, "XVippie," is reported as playing
a stellar game of fmahall at NN'est Point.
He is filling the positi•in of end, wbieb
is the posithin he held on the Maine
team when he made his letter in the fall
of 1916.
He is a member oif the Phi Kappa
Sigma fraternity, and the soon if Reverend Albert C. \Vhite. flirmer pastor of
the St. John's Parish, Orono.

MAPLES NOTES

Ihe R. 0. T. C. la to have a regula
department in the "Campus" hereafteand it is the intention to have a publica.
man in each company who will rep
upon the activities of that company.
The class in Mt. 3 enjoyed their mi.:
semester preliminary examination
Tuesday. November I. The hour was
passed in a pleasant review of pa'
happenings and in deep meditation. .\
very enjovalole time was held by all.

r-
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On Friday afternoon the R. O. T. C
unit will take part as usual in the Arm
istice Day parade in Bangor. The firs:
battalion consisting of A. B, C, and D
companies will form in the gymnasiun.
at 11:30 and take the trolley for Bangor
at the University waiting room. The
second battalioin will form at 12 o'clock
and also take the trolley for Bangor.
After the parade everyone is to return
to the campus at once and report. The
Bangor Railway and Electric Company
has very kindly offered to transport the
entire unit free of charge. The officers
are very well satisfied with the progress
made by the men thus far and feel con
tident that a geolal showing will be made
by- all ein Friday.
On Saturday. the R.0,T. C. formed in
the gymnasium instead of on Alumni
Field, and after the roll call all took
seats in the chapel, where they were addressed loy Capt. Adams. Capt. Adams
explained the plans for the Armistice
Day parade and then went on to describe the (organization of the R.O.T.C.,
its purpose, the training of officers. and
its relation to the United States Army,
which co onsists orf the Regular Army,
the National Guard, and the National
Army. He described the method of dividing the country into corps areas, the
assignment of the various units to these
areas, and told what would be expected
of each unit in case of war. He emphasized the need of trained officers in
case of a war. and showed how the
R. O. T. C. was meant to supply those
officers. In conclusion he urged all
freshman and sopohmore students to
consider carefully the proposition of
whether or not to continue their military
course through all four college years,
thus obtaining as much military' education as possible.

Junior Class Elects
Officers for the Year
On Tuesday,
omber 8 was held
the election for junior class officers. The
results were as follows: Chub Thomas.
president: Jerry Dunn, vice president;
Itoh Murchie, secretary; Joe Beckett,
treasurer; Ivan Pease, chaplin; Dave
Hoyt, basket ball manager; Pat Cooney,
(oldie Goldsmith, Scrapper Hay, Stubby March and Pete Wilson, Junior
Protn Committee; Ack Ackley, Biss
Bissmi, Len Lord, Buck Thomas and
Spider Webb, Junior NVeek Committee:
Si Dobbins. Stan Hall, Speed Merritt,
Sim Raymond and Spike Spear, Executive Committee,

Phi Kappa Phi Pledges
Phi Kappa Phi is an honorary society,
ft:untied at the University of Maine, to
which members of the senior class are
elected each year for excellence in scholastic standing. It has been the custom
to elect the first seven members during
the fall term and to elect the remainder
in the spring.
In accordance with this custom, the
following People have been elected to
Phi Kappa Phi:
Rhandena Ayer Armstrong. H. E.
R•a•kland. Lynwood Scott Hatch, Ch.
Eng.. Oldtu,sttm,Stanley Jordan Johnson,
Ch. Eng., Bangor, Ian McNiven
Rusk.
Ce., West Townsend. Mass.
Perry
Rufus She-an Fe,, Patten, Mary Ellen
Thorpe. Ms., Presque Isle,
Dorothy
Trefethen.
E., Wilton.

--mMaine Masque Meets
Dr. and Mrs. Clark and Miss Eleanor
Clark spent the week -end at the
Maples
A meeting of the Maine Masque was
with Miss Catherine Clark.
held in Estahrooke hall
on Wednesday.
Mrs. II. W. Fitield has been spending
November 2. ‘'arious topics
of imporseveral days with her daughter. Miss
tance were discussed. The
Doris Fifield.
play "Easy
Mark" was chosen as the
short play to
Mn. R. M. Norwood was the guest
of be given in combination
with a dance in
his daughter. Mss Hope Norwood, on
the near future. A
faculty publicity
Saturday.
member of the council was
Mr. and Mrs. Towne of Milo
chosen. After
were on , considerable
discussion, the constitution
the campus Saturday to attend the
Bow- was amended. The
meeting was closed
doin-Maine game.
I in due form by President
March.
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Bishop Hughes Speaks to a Large asked you to go,t• the angel a Challit: to
w rite in glistening letters beside 'your
Audience
"He came to himself.''
name.
(Continued from Iomei
If again the student goes to church it
Bates Team Wins First Place in
happens that the text is the Cross, and
Cross Country
he says to himself, "The first Sunday.
Repentance, next week, Faith, and now
dritinRed irons l'aye
today the Cross." and wonder. where he
day was 32 minutes 23 2-5 seconds. On
will hear anyone talking about the cross a dry field there is little doubt that he
:n the next seven days.
would have lowered the mark by a minThe young man who is .tudying
ute or more.
agriculture must take up the cross of agCoach Flack is putting the team thru
riculture. for it means getting up at 4.30 some hard work this week and every

or if it is

REMEMBER

MAINE

On Friday evening, October 28, at 8
o'clock, the Thursday Club gave a Hallowe'en Party at the Library. The
members of this club are wives of the
faculty members and for this occasion
the men were invited. The room was
very attractively decorated. The decorating committee was cotnposed of Mrs.
Pollard and Mrs. Sweetser. The enterA. M., working in the blazing sun till effort will be made to whip the team tainment committer: Mrs. Bailey. Mrs.

:bc best line 11:

Come in and get acquainted

HELLENBRAND'S
t. iothing, Shoes, Hats, Furnishings
COMMERCIAL BLDG., OLD TOWN, ME.

noon and then after a shert rest. going
back to work until the sun goes down.
and keeps that up for forty years. When
1 was on my way back from a long trip
in Nebraska. I saw two men, younger
than myself standing on the platform
with their backs stoopet:. What did it?
They have been carrying the cross of
agriculture. There isn't any easy way of
•icing a farmer and I have made the discovery that there is a great deal of difference between an agriculturist and a
STUDENT'S SUPPLIES
farmer."
AT
If a young man goes into business or
•ommerce, he must also take up the
UNIVERSITY STORE
•ross of business. "Around Boston for
Fernald Hall
nstance. every morning a great crowd
if men rush to catch that 7:02 train,
work till noon with the possibility of a
short lunch hour and then again the
mad rush for the 5:15 train.
There is nothing worth doing in this
ORONO
life, unless we pay the price. The same
thing is true with reference to the curFinest Moving Picture House in Eastern Maine
riculum of education. It means studyThurs.-Double Feature-Bebe Daniels
in
ing that book when you would rather
"SHERRY"
"TWO WEEKS WITH PAY"
go to the movies or take a walk in the
Conway Terle-"After Midnight"
spring. It is true also that there isn't
Monday and Tuesday
easy way to become a scholar.
any
Holman Day's
Fri.-Marshall Neillan's Great
"There
is no royal road to geometry:
"RIDER OF THE KING LOU'
Masterpiece
way to do it, is to take up the
the
only
WINGS OF TilE BORDER
"GO AND GET IT"
cross."
Harold Lloyd Comedy
"Weren't you deeply religious when
See "Bananas" in Movies
Saturday-Pat O'Malley
you were a child? I sometimes wonder
now after I have been preaching for 30
years. if I am as deeply religious as I
was as a boy. There is something tine
Direct from Manufacturer to You. in each one's life if we only give it a
GOOD MEALS
chance to make ourselves good men and
AND HOME COOKING
good women."
Bishop Hughes closed his speech by
Restaurant
Orono
again calling to mind the four words
ALSO DANCING IF DESURED
"He came to himself" and requested if
all his illustration were overlooked and
forgotten At least to remember that
"on the evening of November 6, 1021, a
man stood cn the chapel nlatf4irm and

STRAND

Thursday Club Gives
Party in the Library

THEATRE

Prepre For The Football Game

into shape for a favorable showing at
the New England meet over the Franklin Park course at Boston, Saturday.
Not ember 12.
Summary:
1. Buker, Bates; 2. Hart, Bowdoin : 3.
Herrick. Maine; 4. McGinley, Bates; 5.
Mercer, Colby; 6. McKeeman, Maine;
7. Kimball, Bates; 8. Holt. Bates; 9.
Patten. Maine; 10. Foster, Bowdon'. 11.
Berg, Maine; 12. Laughlin. Maine; 13.
Butler, Bowdoin; 14. Towle, Bowdoin;
15. Clifford, Bates; 16. A. E. Wilson,
Maine; 17. Hunt, Bowdoin; 18. Mayo.
Colby: 10. Rich, Bates; 20. Patten.
Bates; 21. Perkins, Colby; 22. Hamilton,
Bowdoin; 23. Howes. Bowdon': 24.
Wallace, Colby; 25. Barnes. Colby; 26.
Williams, Colby.
Bates

1
4
7
8
15
Total

Maine Bowdoin Colby
5
2
3
10
18
6
21
13
9
24
14
11
25
12
17

35

41

56

Shibles, Mrs. Wilbur and Mrs. Brann;
those on the refreshment commiteee:
Mrs. Dorsey, Mrs. Ellis and Mrs. Ash-

worth.
Twelve tables were arranged with a
different game at each table. The winner at one table moved to another;
prizes were awarded the winners of the
greatest number of games. Refreshments of pumpkin pie, doughnuts, cider
and big red apples were served.

Sophomore Girls Elect
Officers for the Year
--bine election for the Sophomore Girls'
Organization was held the first of last
week. The names of the nominees had
been posted two weeks previous. The
results were: President, Ruth Waterhouse; Vice President, Ethel M. Bird;
Secretary, Anna Daley; Treasurer, Alice
Doble. This is an organization of the
girls only and is entirely independent of
the regular sophomore class organization.
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NOTICES

Co-eds Give a Cheer
hi
-

The co-eds sere not to be outdone in
helping the cross-country team in the
meet Friday. Balentine had its own
cheering section. led by "Kay" DenniArdellt•
son '23, Doris Twitchy!)
Cooney '23, and Betty Hunt '24. As
the runners passed the library, the girls
lined up on either side of the course,
gave a few rousing cheers and a hearty
handclap, before going to Alumni field
to await the finish.

JOSEPH PERRAULT

Cleaning, Pressing, Repairing

Patronize Our Advertisers

40 Main St.
NOME. MMIKIN6 S.

Juniors have your pictures taken
before Dec. 1.
Hand in your Grinds to Ed
Kneeland, Phi Eta Kappa, for the
Prism.
Bishop Brewster who was to speak to
the students on Wednesday evening.
will be unable to appear on account of
illness.
The Harvest Ball will be held Thursday evening, November 10. Orders will
be on sale at the store and at fraternity
houses.
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DENTIST
McLeod Building, Old Town, Me.
Office Hours 9-11, 1-5

Patronize Our Advertisers

University of Maine Alumni Association of Philadelphia
Affiliated with
The Engineers Club of Philadelphia
1317 Spruce St.

Meetings, preceded by a dinner, are
held on the first Friday night of every
month with the exception of July, August and September.
Maine men who are in or near the
city on these dates will be expected to
come to the Club or notify the Secretary so that we can entertain you.
President: E. L. Watson '01, Signal
Office Broad St. Station
Secretary: H. C. Pritham '01, Frankford Arsenal Residence, 5436 No.
11th St.

PRICE $13.95
Drab moleskin cloth sheeplined coat 34,
inches long, with shawl wombat fur collar, 4 sewed on buttons and loops, heavy
sleeve lining knit wristers, 2 slant welted
pockets, belt all around with buckle
Sizes from 36 to 48.

Will send parcel Post direct ON RECEIPT of CHECK or MONEY ORDER. Mention breast measure, also
name and address plainly. Satisfaction
guaranteed or money refunded without
question.
THE SIMON COAT CO.
144 Kingston St., Boston, Mass.

Ire have just what you arc looking
for in

Young Men's Clothing

John T. Clark Co.
RAN1.0I4, MAINE

Chalmers' Studio
High Class Photography
MAINE

BANGOR,

W

HEN you come to apply for that

job let's hope the chief will say:
He's a hard worker-clean cut-well educated-with a scientific bent-and he
knows his way'round, because he smokes

elachrino
Remember that Melachrino is a masterblend
of the finest Turkish Tobace( •it, originated
by MiltiadesMelachrino. Fey p Ian 1 ,i(t e
are simply those that origin; tett in Far.
But the tobacco is what you watt to know

about-and if Its Meladnino-it's right.

YOUNGS
26 STATIC ST., BANGOR, ME.

Pipes, etc., Eversharp Pencils
& Hahl Pens
Page & Shaw's Candies

Dance orders, Programs
and Favors
Fraternity Paper
and Cards
SKILLKRAFTERS, Inc.
I) F. Thomas, Agent
K Z

HOME OF TIIE

B. C. M.
CIGAR
1.1H1K t, ul)

Patronize Our Advertisers

Cleaning and Repairing
at the
MAINE PRESSING HOUSE
16 Oak St., Orono
Suits Pressed-50 Cents
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Interesting Speakers Here for
Maine Night
(Continued front Page Ono

Mr. Bernheisel then read several telegrams. one oi which shows the di:tance
to is hich Maine spirit and I.iyalty have
spread, that from the Gulden Gate Chapter. of San Francisco.
Coach Brice was the la•t speaker
caleld upon. Judge Bernheisel explained
the coach's policy uf working fur the
future and forming a basis from which
to work in future years. He put it up
to the students in a very effective wav
whether they were putting as much into
athletics as they were taking out and
alsi that it was necessary to make some
.acritices. He spoke of the second team
and their praiseworthy courage, stamina
and stick-to-it-iveness. Cheers were then
given for the scrubs.
Coach Brice said that before he came
he had heard that Maine was a difficult
team to coach—that the team and scrubs
would not train, but that since practice
began to his knowledge, the squad of
abi,ut sixty men have all trained and
that they have giiine itno every game in
perfect physical shape, except for minor
injuries. Nevertheless he had never
spoken to the men in a very emphatic
way on the necessity of training. litexpressed his appreciation of the work
.1.aie by the scrubs and took that opportunity. to publicly state his appreciation.
Cheers were then given for the memher, of the squad, for the team, and for
Maine. After the singing of the Stein
Song. the students passed out.
A large number of the Alumni and
friends of the University were able to
return for the annual Maine Night and
helped ni make it one of the best in
years.

rite aflowing any noise in the houses the
night before the game in order that the.
players might get the full amount of
sleep.
At the conclusion of this speech, Judge
Bernheisel read some telegrams that had
been received from Maine men in Boston. Washingtun. and New York. where
meetings and banquets were being held
in commemoration of Maine Night.
The second speaker of the evening
was "Hamp" Bryant. Graduate Manager
of Athletics. He spoke,of the transition period thru which Maine athletics
are now passing. lie said that considerable fun had been made of the budget
system ve Inch has been ado ipted by the
Athletic lb rd. but that it was working
satisfactorily. The finances are in good
condition, about eleven hundred dollars
less having been spent than was planned
for under the budget. The attempt is
being made to raise the scholastic standing 14 the athletes and keep them eligible. For this reason, the names of
those who are slightly down in rank are
submitted to the manager and an effort
is made to help them in their studies.
Thus far. only three notices have been
necessary. Ile stated that the alumni
could help Nlaine greatly by exerting
their influence to have good preparatory
school men come to Maine. Not only
athletes, but also students are included
aiming those upon whom he would exert
influence.
Following a selection by the band.
"Spike" Mayo was introduced. Mr.
Bowdoin Defeats Maine First
Mayo is President of the Boston Alumni
Time in a Decade
Association, and \•ice-President I the
from Page Oney
oniolued
(t.
General Alumni Association. In his
speech he said that he sees many of the ran the ball back 15 yards to the 25 yard
graduates and can judge the tone of the line. Aniither exchange 14 limits and it
University from them. Every organiza- Sea'. Maine's ball on the 33 yard line.
titin has had difficulties in the last six
Here came the most thrilling play of
but Nlaine is coming through in the game, when Nlaine's veteran halfin. ml
gocd shape. Pe expects two things of back. Small, declared It issue
It'It end
Maine athletic,: Keep them clean, play and raced 67 yards for a touchdown.
them hard, and tell the wlir141 about it. After this spectacular run. ;thing the
Few poiple hear and kne iw w hat is go- very edge of the sideline, and eluding all
ing on at Maine an.I this is me reason would-be tacklers. Small kicked the goal.
that mire interest was not shown in the thus tieing the score and bringing cheer
legislature last winter.
to the Maine suppurters. Maine received
telegrams were read, among the kick and after a few short gains the
M. .
others. one from Schenectady, N. Y. period ended.
where fifteen Maine Alumni were holdOn the first ',lay of the seciind period
ing a banquet for Maine Night. Another Maine was penalized. After two subwas from the Maine Alumni of Aroos- stantial gains by Cohen and 111 air, Maine.
took County.
lost the ball on a fumble. Rec.ivering
Colonel Strickland. President of the the ball Bowdon' tried the first two forBoard of Trustees, was the next speak- ward passes of the game which were
er. lie spoke on the position of the decided failures. Nlorrill was nailed fie
trustees. Ile stated that they "stood for a loss by Reard4in and in the next play
a clear field, a clean fight, and to the Smith made a gain of 10 yards. This
devil with the fellow who quits." He was followed by a successful raSS which
expressed the willingness of the Board placed the. ball on Maine's 7 yard line.
to back the University to the limit, if the Here another pass was attempted, but
student!. ss irk.
proved unsuccess jul. Then followed
After the band had played again, it two line plunge's which put the' pig-skin
was anonunced that two barrels of sweet luver for Bowdoin's see u intl t4 tiChdu use U.
eider had been donated by Gitlin '14. Siiiithu kiekt'd the goal making the score
Th, moinunt,,,ni.nt was met with wild 14 ill 7. Mann! kicked off tID Bowdon'.
cheering and hand clapping.
!low doin returned the kick and was pen
Other telegrams were read by Illy alized 5 yards. Blair made a gain of
7
chairman, from Philadelphia and Oxfiird yards which was followed liv a fumble
("tinily alumni. lie then introduced his'
Bowdoin kicked from her
"Torn" Riley a University of Michigan own 20 yard line and the
play stopped
man who coached the .Maine football in mid field ending the first
half.
teams of 1911-15 which produced four
The third periiid lic14:111 is ult Iii wdoin
championship teams. Ile stated at the kicking off to Maine. Blair
returned the.
beginning of the speech that he owl(
' kick and iii cii iloi mi gained steadily adnot make a "peppy foeitliall talk." but it vancing to the 20
yard Init. where Maine
is certain that he held the entire :WM- I raced and
held.
Bowdoin at
ti,in of his large audience a• shown by
a field pia! is it Ii no success. The play
the intense and miticeable quiet which seesawed back
and f4irth, the team playprevailed during his entire speech. Ile ing on the offensive
seeming to have the
told in his speech of the work in prep- advantage. The
period ended with Bowaration for the game with Ibiwili iii iii don' carrying
the ball lin Maine's 40
loll, a• folliiws: Bow doill had won yard line.
from Maine for four cr use years pre'I he last period began with Bowdoin
ceding 1911, and as a result it was in making
steady gains, ‘Voodbury making
the hearts and minds of the Maine men
a run of 15 yards to Maine's 17 yard
that they csiuldn't win. It was absolute- mark.
This time' Ilcisi(loin tried a place
ly. necessary to get his idea out be f,
kick which went low and struck the
Ma me OMNI tie'feat It, doin. That year
ground near the pal posts. Maine took
there were only fifteen I )1' sixteen on the
the ball on her own 20 yard line and
squad. but they were all working. Riley gained
stteohly by fierce line plunges by
intre iduced the sy stem of a talk every
Cohen, Small. and Merritt. Bowdoin
night after practice, and this talk was
il.,cens in mid field.
braced and held
all of trimming Bowdoin. Then after then
rushed the ball back to Maine's
the talk the lights were extinguished and
30 yard line in sluirt plunges. .‘gain
the men stood in the dark and thought
1,Voodbury broke away for a run of 25
of nothing but football and of defeating
yards. Here Maine rallied and the game'
Bo (him. And it was in 1911 that Maine.
came to an end with the ball on her 5
beat Bowdiiin! Parker. the captain of
yard line.
that team was loyal to Maine Irian the
Summary:
word "go." and said that he would give
his two kg' if Maine could trim Bow- BONVDO1N
MAINE
doin. It was Charles Rice, Dempsey. II. Iiildreth le
le Young (('apt)
Sawyer. and Baker who created the NVotten It
It Lunge
Maine spirit,
and feeling.
Neal hg
Ig Mulvaney
Riley went on to say that the new McCurdy c
c 1.ord
system in athletics here is like a new Eames re
rg Reardon
machine, and that it could not be CI(• Tootell rt
rt Dwelley
PerIed to start with 100% efficiency. In Gibbons re
re McKechnie
closing he said to stand behind the team ‘Vooelbury qb
qh Merritt
"no matter what the result, that doesn't Dahlgren 111
1h Small
matter, but rather, that every man does Smith rh
rh Blair
his best and gives his all."
(('apt) fb
fb Cohen

•

1

gaff

Score: Bowdoin 14, Maine 7. Touchand our prices are right on the better makes of
Just great for comfort
dcwns: Small, Ma.urdy. Smith., Goals
sweaters
sheep lined coats and heavy
from touchdowns: Smith 2. Small. RefJ. WATEKMAN CO.
eree. Dorman. Columbia. Umpire. Inboys
galls, Brown. Head linesman, Fraad.
.ti-tine's largest outfitters for men and
Springfield. Time 4 15 minute periods.
EXt. HANGE ST., BANGOR
Substitutes; Maine. Strout for Mulvaney: Mason for Merritt: Taylor for
Blair; Stone for Reardon; Ellictt for
EVERYTHING
McKechnie: Merritt for Mason;
..:uacnt's
man for Lord; Gruhn for Merritt ;
JJZ iu5 s aria I
J r
Jordan for Dwelley. Bowdoin: WeathFaculty and tu,tent .-1,,ounts
erill for Eames; Jones for Hildreth:
Solicstea
W. A. Mosher Co.
Mason
r Wotten: Parsons for McMAINE
Tel, 162- 3 ORONO
Curdy; Miller for .Morrill.
Orono. M.:

OLD TOWN TRUST COMPANY

St

Chemical Society Shows Motion
Pictures Here

STAPLES' PHARMACY

(C('ntinued from Paoe One)

B. R. & E. Waiting Room

Mr- M. R. Lourie will read a paper
before this meeting on iirganic electrochemistry. Following that 4 reels of
pictures will be shown illustrating the
manufacture of Armco ingot iron. This
process should be interesting as Armco
iron is very extensively used and is
known chiefly because of its resistance
to rust under ordinary conditions.
The Maine branch of The American
Chemical Society- was established at
Orono in 1912. As there are only a tew
members within convenient traveling
distance of Orono, a large attendance
at its meetings has not yet been realized.
It is hoped, however, that future industrial development in this section of
Maine may warrant a division of the
Maine Branch into two sections, an
Eastern and a Western.
During coming weeks. moving pictures will be shown dealing with gold
mining, ruining and smelting, the milling
and extraction of radium. the story of
coal. MaIlUfacture of cement and other
ti pies i if interest to the students.

OLD TOWN, ME.

Prof. J. H. Toelle Speaks in
Chapel
f Tom Page One)

INDIAN BASKETS
.0,,ecasills and Souvenirs—Pleasing

Now Selling a Tailored-Made
Golf Pants

Our Charges are

PAGE 6 SHAW'S
CANDIES at

E. J. Virgie
CLOTHING,

HOULIHAN'S PHARMACY
Orono, Maine

FURNISHINGS
HATS AND SHOES

tr*orirtg Vrattl Chat4ps

Mill Street, Orono, Maine

1.6 ,44r •I. N.NI •

For Sale by
BESSIE SYSTEM CO.
Bangor
Phone 103-2

WHITE SWEATERS
r

Magazines Now Sold
Fernald Hall

Ladies' and Gent's
$9.75 to $13.75

For sale by Stuart Johnson,
H. H. H.
Sole representative for the University
Ribbons and supplies

GOLDSMITH'S
SKLAR BROS.
Al' OLD TOWN
Guarantee first class work in
Tailoring and Pressing
Tel. 184-11

Army Shoes $4.45

EDWIN CUTLER
MEN'S

GEORGE H. HUNT

We need more reporters.

Old

STORE

Town, Maine

Town

ORONO THEATRE

DR. LEWIS S. LIBBY

Thurs. Nov. 10—Charles Ray
Mon. Nov. 14—DeMille Production
"45 MINUTES FROM BROADWAY" "WHAT EVERY
WOMAN KNOWS"
Comedy and Scenic
Sunshine Comedy
106 Center St. Fri. Nov. 11, Double Feature, Jack
Hoxie
Tues. Nov. 15—William Russell
"SHERIFF OF HOPE ETERNAL"
"CHILDREN OF THE NIGHT"
"What's a Wife Worth"
2 Reel Western
"King of the Circus"
Wed, Nov. 16—Double Feature
Sat. Nov. 12—Mary Pickford
Dorothy Dalton—"BEHIND MASKS"
"THROUGH THE BACK DOOR"
Mack Sennett Comedy "Down on the
Comedy—"Reckless Sex"
Farm"—Comedy and News
II'!,'' look Elseere

Dentist
11(1 TOWII

mm.lnameeto

soneffig.r and
clothes

hart

TI.Marx

MILLER
and
WEBSTER
Clothing Company
.‘t thr Robinson (-turner
ISANI:OR

JENUS
V PENCILS
)11 the Ptutlynt or prof..
he Piped) LNUS out
rivals all for perfect pencil
work. 17 black debreen and
3 copying.

pt

American Lead
Ponca co.
'217 Fifth Ave.
N.% lock
I ,it
v.11.)

The State University Maintained by
the State and General Government
COLLEGE cm

Arrs

AND SCIENCES.—Major
subjects in Ancient
Biology, Chemistry,
Economics and Sociology,
Education, English, French,
German, History, Latin,
Mathematics, and Astronomy,
Philosophy, Physics, and
Spanish am'
Italian. Spee
.
11 provisions for
graduates of normal schools.
COLLEC.E
A GRICULTURE.—
Curricula in Agricultural
Edu
cation, Agronomy, Animal
Husbandry, Biology, Dairy Hu!
handry, Fo-rory, Home
Economics, Horticulture,
Poultry Flu!
bandry, School Course in
Agriculture (two years).
Short winte
courses. Farmers' Week
Correspondence and lecture course
Demonstration work.
History and

Art,

COLLF.GI OF
Tucitxmotiv.—Curricula in Chemical Engineering, Chemistry, Civil
Engineering, Electrical
Engineering, and
Mechanical Engineering,
MAINE

AGRICULTURAL

EXPERIMENT

STATION.-0ffiCeS
principal laboratories in Orono;
Experiment Farms in
mouth and Presque Isle.
GRADUA it COURSES

and
Mon-

leading to the Master's degree
are offered

various colleges,

SUMMER

TERM

of

six weeks (graduate and

credit).
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Fun

Reasonable

$5--$9

Christmas Gifts
47o N. Main St., Old

Ste

Me.

Watches
Promptly
Clocks
Repaired
Jewelry
Properly
Pens &
Repaired
Spectacles

Delivered to your house—Subscriptions
sage's of outstanding import. Their aptaken
pearance is in accord with the aim of
the Economics Club to bring to the University each year at least one speaker
WHY WRITE BY HAND?
of high wiirth in political anti economic
Examine the Corona Typewriter, the
subjects and the audiences attending
student's PERSONA'. WRITING MAslitiuld be large."
CHINE, and you will know that you
cannot afford to be without one.

Don't forget the Maine "Hello."

Jewelers

Old Town

TAILOR
Suits called for and delivered

N. \V. Smell'

Vol. XX

Sancion & Davidson

Bernard K. Hinson

UPS WWI,

•

catalog

undergraduate

and circulars,

address
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